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In biology, ‘music’ and ‘evolution’ rarely
appear together. And for the layman, the
‘evolution of music’ means, for instance,
the process by which the same country
over time gave us ﬁrst Bach then the
Rammstein. However, once we move the
focus from ‘music’ to ‘musicality’, we are
ready to dive into one of the least explored
topics in biology [1–3]. Musicality, as Honing explains, is a suite of neurobiological
predispositions, which potentially enable
auditory processing and motoric behaviors in several species. In humans, these
traits happen to facilitate production and
appreciation of an extremely common cultural artifact: music. But they can also be
ecologically relevant for a large number of
non-human species. None of these traits
need to have been selected for music,
however [1–3].
So, what can musicality do for the study of
evolution, and vice versa? As Honing implicitly notices, the study of musicality

The book is perfect for any reader with
interests in music psychology, human
evolution, animal behavior, or neuroscience. Anthropologists, zoologists, anatomists, and ecologists with an interest
in sound can surely appreciate Honing’s
effort. Students not trained in the ﬁeld
can understand and learn from the
book. Scientists familiar with biomusicality
may prefer more formal, though still
engaging, treatments of these topics
[1,4], but could enjoy a fast read of
The comparative approach, permeating this book.
the whole book, has two strengths:
comparing species but also exchanging Studying the evolution of musicality is intechniques across disciplines. Opening triguing by itself, but it also has the potenup a ﬁeld toward others has to be actively tial to shed light on other ﬁelds: the
spurred: this is what Honing is doing, in evolution of communication, including
this book and in his scientiﬁc life. The com- human language. Several hypotheses on
parative approach is used to reconstruct the origins of our musical and linguistic cahomologies/analogies across species pacities are connected [5,6]. Some sugand trace the evolutionary history of a gested that humans were, ﬁrst of all,
neurobiological trait. At the same time, singing primates, and this behavior later
musicality provides top-down assump- bifurcated into, roughly, music and
tions on what to look for in other species. speech/language [4]. The fact that
This reasoning need not be circular, Honing spends only a little time on the
though: as for everything in science, prog- music–language connection may be a
ress on one side can function as a (good) sign for biomusicology as a ﬁeld: it
stepping stone for formulating a hypothe- has matured enough to distance itself
sis on the other side.
from the traditionally ‘more prestigious’
study of the biology of language.
This (unavoidable) subjectivism of science
is partly mirrored in Honing’s narration. What’s next, and needed, for this ﬁeld?
Through the author’s stories, the reader First, although it is tempting to use one’s
feels the awe of scientiﬁc discovery. Hon- ‘default model species’ to answer a
ing lingers a bit more on topics he is partic- suite of questions, we should target the
ularly fascinated by, but he is impartial in right species for the question at hand
presenting alternative views [3], showing [3]. At the same time, there is a need to
the whole debate rather than individual broaden the array of studied species so
scientiﬁc positions. He paints a big picture as to obtain stronger inferential power
of many passionate scientists contributing about evolutionary and selective forces
pieces to a mosaic, without claiming to [3,7]. Second, as the empirical side prohave found the Holy Grail. The scientists gresses [2], the ﬁeld is also in dire need
in Honing’s story know that no single ﬁeld of agent-based simulations of evolutioncan provide the answer as to why humans ary processes. Third, the ﬁeld is somehave music, while many disciplines, to- times prone to overinterpreting data
gether, might. So, the reader is left with a when putting together pieces of the
realization: 'I don’t know the answer, but puzzle [2], but we are far from understandI do know what the debate is about'. As ing why musicality exists. This means
no good popular science book provides there are plenty of options to contribute
‘the answer’, this is a win for Honing.
to this ﬁeld with comparative, genetic,
starts with humans but has the power to
formulate and test hypotheses on neurobiological traits that are potentially present in
other species. Looking for musicality
across species can unveil large-scale
trends about auditory capacities, patternperception abilities, sexual dimorphism,
aesthetics, etc. In other words, musicality
becomes a framework to address the
question: Why does a particular ethological trait exist?
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acoustic, behavioral, and clinical work
to add pieces to this incomplete and
fascinating puzzle [1–3].
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